Abstract. The summary of research activities concerning gravity field modelling and gravimetric works performed in Poland in the period of 2011-2014 is presented. It contains the results of research on geoid modelling in Poland and other countries, evaluation of global geopotential models, determination of temporal variations of the gravity field with the use of data from satellite gravity space missions, absolute gravity surveys for the maintenance and modernization of the gravity control in Poland and overseas, metrological aspects in gravimetry, maintenance of gravimetric calibration baselines, and investigations of the nontidal gravity changes. The bibliography of the related works is given in references.
international journals. In particular, a historical review of gravimetry for geodesy and geodynamics has been elaborated (Krynski, 2012b) .
Application of the method of local quasigeoid modelling based on the geophysical technique of gravity data inversion using non-reduced surface gravity data and GNSS/ levelling height anomalies (GGI method) was investigated in UPWr and verified on tree test areas in Poland. An extensive research on evaluation of GOCE-based global geopotential models (GGMs) has been conducted by the team of IGiK. Terrestrial gravity data as well as GNSS/levelling data from the territory of Poland due to high quality are found suitable for accuracy evaluation of not only most recently developed geoid models but also of GGMs. In particular, an attempt was made to use absolute gravity data for the evaluation of GGMs. Also the use of GOCE-based GGMs in the process of geoid determination in Poland and in Sudan was investigated in IGiK. Some achievements in the field of geoid determination in the area of Poland in the last two decades were summarized and performance of new geoid model for Brunei was analysed by the researches from UWM and UPWr.
Temporal variations of gravity field were the subject of research in three research centres in Poland. Investigations conducted in IGiK concentrated on the estimate of geoid height variations in different regions of Europe and their modelling. Researches from SRC and UWM investigated the use of Wiener-Kolomogorov and ANS filters for filtering GRACE and analysed time series of equivalent water thickness in southern Poland.
Main activities in gravimetry were focused on the use of absolute gravity surveys for the maintenance of the national gravity control. The experience gained during the re-survey gravity control in Finland with the A10-020 gravimeter of IGiK were used in the projects on modernization of gravity control in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden and finally the establishment of new gravity control in Poland. Special attention was paid to metrological aspects of absolute gravimetry, in particular reliability and repeatability of gravity determination with the A10-020 gravimeter as well as total uncertainty budget for that gravimeter.
Very important component of research in gravimetry in Poland concerned the analysis of the absolute gravity measurements regularly performed with the A10-020 on the stations of the test network in Borowa Gora Geodetic-Geophysical Observatory (IGiK) and with the FG5-230 in the Astrogeodetic Observatory in Jozefoslaw (WUT). Absolute gravity determinations in the Geodynamic Laboratory in Ksiaz (SRC) were also analysed. Wavelet decomposition in the Earth's gravity field investigation was a subject of study by the joint team of MUT and SRC.
Some results of research on gravity field modelling and gravimetric works performed in Poland in a period of 2011-2014 are presented.
Geoid/quasigeoid modelling and study of the gravity field in Poland

Evaluation of GOCE-based GGMs
Since the mid of 2010, global geopotential models (GGMs) based on GOCE mission data became available. They became the subject of the intensive study of the team of the Institute of Geodesy and Cartography, Warsaw. The area of Poland has been selected as a case study area of GGMs. It seems specifically suitable for the accuracy assessment of GOCE-based GGMs due to the availability of high-precision quasigeoid model (accuracy below 2 cm) (e.g. Krynski, 2007) and homogeneously distributed highprecision GNSS/levelling data as well as accurate and dense terrestrial gravity data.
GOCE-derived GGMs were evaluated in terms of height anomalies and gravity anomalies over Poland with the use of the respective functionals calculated from the EGM08 geopotential model as well as height anomalies at 184 stations of high precision GPS/levelling control traverse. Analysis of first three releases of GOCE-based GGMs indicated an improvement of the consecutive releases of GOCE gravity field models. It also showed that their fit with the EGM08 in terms of height anomalies and gravity anomalies measured with a standard deviation is below 10 cm, and 3 mGal, respectively (Godah and Krynski, 2011) . Accuracy assessment of the 3 rd release of GOCE-based GGMs over the area of Poland using the EGM08 and GPS/levelling height anomalies was continued showing its high quality (Godah and Krynski, 2012) . The investigation of 3 rd release GOCE-based GGMs which were developed using 12 months of effective GOCE data (1 st release was based on 2 months data, and 2 nd release was based on 8 months data), demonstrates that the differences between corresponding height anomalies along the control traverse exhibit a distinct periodic pattern with wavelength in the range of 183-188 km after the projection onto a parallel (Fig. 1 ). This pattern may indicate the suitability of using GPS/levelling control traverse for practical study of GOCE-based GGMs spatial resolution. Further analysis concerning the accuracy evaluation of one GOCE-only GGM, four GOCE/GRACE satellite-only GGMs, and one GOCE/GRACE GGM combined with terrestrial gravity data showed an extremely good agreement of those models with the EGM08 (Table 1) . It also demonstrated the potentiality of using the high-precision and high-resolution GPS/levelling control traverse for the evaluation of GGMs (Godah and Krynski, 2013a New developments in processing GOCE data resulted in new releases of GOCEbased GGMs. The fits of height anomalies obtained from 4 th release GOCE-based GGMs developed using 12 months of effective GOCE data, to GNSS/levelling data were investigated and compared with the respective ones of 3 rd release GOCE-based GGMs and the EGM08 (Table 2) . The fit of 4 th release GOCE-based GGMs truncated to d/o 200 and extended with the EGM08 coefficients to GNSS/levelling data ranges from 2.7 to 3.9 cm in terms of standard deviation of height anomalies differences. It exhibits clear improvement (60-70%) with respect to the corresponding results obtained from the previous 3 rd release of GOCE-based GGMs. TIM-R4 GGM was found adequate for modelling the long-wavelength component (e.g. up to d/o 200) of the geoid over the area with high performance of the EGM08 such as the area of Poland. It has also been shown that 4 th release GOCE-based GGMs will considerably improve the determination of height anomalies in the areas where the EGM08 performs poorly, such as e.g. Africa, South America and South-East Asia. An accuracy of 2.1-3.3 cm of height anomalies obtained from 4 th release GOCE-based GGMs at maximum d/o 200 could be expected at any place on the Earth, except the poles and their adjacent areas that were not flown over by the GOCE satellite (Godah et al., 2014a) .
The last, release 5 GOCE-based GGMs. DIR-R5 and TIM-R5, were also validated over the area of Poland. GNSS/levelling data were employed to evaluate height anomalies obtained from 5 th release GOCE-based GGMs. In addition, gravity anomalies from 5 th release GOCE-based GGMs were validated using the corresponding ones obtained from a high accuracy (i.e. beneath below 10 μGal) absolute gravity data at almost 170 stations homogenously distributed over the area of Poland obtained with the absolute gravimeter A10-020 within the last two years (Fig. 2) . The spectral enhancement method was used to overcome the spectral band inconsistency problem between the GGMs and the ground truth based data. The fit of the EGM08 and 5 th release GOCE-based GGMs in terms of gravity anomalies, measured with a standard deviation is 1.71 mGal, and 1.75-1.80 mGal, respectively (Godah et al., 2014c) . The results of studies on GOCE-based GGMs conducted over the area of Poland have efficiently been applied for the assessment of the GOCE GGMs over the area of Sudan. In particular, the 3 rd release GOCE-based GGMs were compared in Sudan with the terrestrial gravity and GNSS/levelling data. The GOCE-derived free-air gravity anomalies and height were found consistent with the respective terrestrial ones within the range from 4.9 to 5.6 mGal, and 64 cm, respectively (Godah and Krynski, 2013b) .
The team of the Institute of Geodesy and Cartography, Warsaw, participated with the ballistic A10-020 gravimeter in re-survey of gravity control in Norway in 2011. The results of absolute gravity survey with the A10-020 in Norway in 2011 were used for the validation of GOCE-based GGMs in Southern Norway (Pettersen et al., 2012a (Pettersen et al., , 2012b .
Geoid modelling
The quality of a gravimetric geoid model depends on the quality of the gravity data used as well as on the quality of the GGM applied for modelling low frequency component of the gravity field. 3 rd release GOCE-based GGMs, evaluated over Poland with the use of high-resolution and high accuracy terrestrial data, were applied to evaluate quality of terrestrial free-air gravity anomalies and height anomalies from GNSS/levelling data in Sudan. The GOCE-derived free-air gravity anomalies were compared with the respective ones from the terrestrial database using two different approaches. In the first approach high frequency gravity signals (e.g. 201 to 2190 d/o) were recovered with the use of the EGM08, and in the second approach a low pass filtering was implemented to remove those signals. It has been shown that the use of a low pass filtering provides better results for all investigated GOCE-based GGMs. The consistency of GOCE-derived free-air gravity anomalies with the respective terrestrial ones are within the range from 4.9 to 5.6 mGal. It was also shown that GOCE-based GGMs fit better in Sudan to terrestrial data than the EGM08. The results of the comparison of height anomalies from GOCE-based GGMs with the corresponding ones from GNSS/levelling data suggest the standard deviation of the vertical datum in Sudan at the level of 64 cm. This estimate, however, might not be fully representative due to very limited number of GPS/levelling heights used and their inhomogeneous distribution (Godah and Krynski, 2013b) .
The use of 3 rd release and 4 th release GOCE-based GGMs for modelling the gravimetric quasigeoid for Poland was investigated. Two highly accurate gravimetric quasigeoid models were developed over the area of Poland using high resolution Faye gravity anomalies with the use of remove-compute-restore strategy and least squares collocation method. In the first model named QGM TIM-R4+Terr , the GOCE-based GGM was used as a reference geopotential model, and in the second one named QGM EGM08+Terr -the EGM08. The models were evaluated with GNSS/levelling data and their accuracy performance was assessed (Table 3) .
The analysis of the accuracy of height anomalies obtained from the resulting gravimetric quasigeoid models indicates that for the area of Poland the gravimetric quasigeoid model based on the TIM-R4 GGM is slightly worse than the one based on the EGM08. It also reveals that the GOCE data cannot improve the modelling of the gravimetric quasigeoid for the areas with high performance of the EGM08, e.g. Poland, but such areas could be suitable to evaluate GOCE-based GGMs, in particular to estimate the accuracy of height anomalies obtained from those models. On the other hand, when 1-2 cm accuracy of geoid at d/o 200 obtained from GOCE mission is achieved, the GOCE-based GGMs might be considered in such areas as an independent tool to assess regional/local geoid/quasigeoid models as well as to detect outliers among GNSS/levelling data (Godah et al., 2014a) .
Contribution of GOCE mission data to modelling regional gravimetric geoid in two areas with highly different terrestrial data availability, i.e. Poland and Sudan, was investigated. On the basis of the combination of 4 th release GOCE-based GGMs and local terrestrial gravity data, the gravimetric geoid models for the area of Poland as well as for the area of Sudan were developed using the least squares collocation method. The models were evaluated using GNSS/levelling data. The results for Poland and Sudan are given in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. It has been shown that GOCE-based GGMs can substantially improve local gravimetric geoid models in the areas of lacking uniform terrestrial gravity data coverage, e.g. a sub-region of East Africa. GNSS/levelling data available in Sudan does not allow for the evaluation of the gravimetric geoid models at a few centimetre accuracy level; the use of GOCE-based GGMs is recommended for GNSS heighting in Sudan (Godah et al., 2014b) .
The determination of accurate geoid model remains an important challenge for geodetic research in Sudan. For the area of Sudan a new gravimetric geoid model SUD-GM2014 has been determined using TIM-R4 GOCE-based GGM, available terrestrial mean free-air gravity anomalies and the high-resolution Shuttle SRTM30 global digital terrain model. The computations of the SUD-GM2014 were performed using removecompute-restore procedure and the least squares collocation method. The residual terrain modelling reduction method was applied to estimate the topography effect on the geoid. The resulting gravimetric geoid model has been evaluated using geoid heights at 19 GNSS/levelling points distributed over the country. The fit of the SUD-GM2014 to the available GNSS/levelling data in terms of the standard deviation of geoid heights differences is 64 cm. Large mean of geoid heights differences (up to 90 cm) are observed, which might imply serious problem within the vertical datum in Sudan. Therefore, re-establishment the levelling networks and uniform the vertical datum for the area of Sudan is essentially needed The use of GOCE-based GGMs for modelling the gravimetric geoid can play a significant role in the unification of the height system for the area of Sudan. Since GOCE-based GGMs provide geoid heights with the accuracy of 10-20 cm (Godah et al., 2014b) , the SUD-GM2014 gravimetric geoid model or the geoid model computed from GOCE-based GGMs only is recommended as reference for GNSS heighting in Sudan .
The review of some achievements of Adam Lyszkowicz in the field of geoid determination in the area of Poland using various data sets, and various methods, starting from 1992, has been presented by the author. Special attention has been paid on the evaluation of geoid models developed and the gravity field functionals calculated from the various global geopotential models. Also the need of fitting of computed geoid models to the national vertical reference system was stated. In conclusion the author stated that the present accuracy of gravimetric geoid/quasigeoid models in Poland is 1.4 cm, and accuracy of the geoid computed from the EGM08 is 2.4 cm. He also estimated accuracy of gravity anomalies and deflections of the vertical obtained from the EGM08 as equal to 2.5 mGal, and 0.6″-0.7″, respectively (Lyszkowicz, 2012) .
A new gravimetric geoid model has been developed for Brunei with the use of terrestrial and airborne gravity data as well as altimetry data. The computation of the model was performed using the least squares collocation method and remove-computerestore procedure with the EGM08 global geopotential model. The estimated accuracy of the gravimetric geoid for the territory of Brunei is at the level of 0.3 m. The geoid model developed shows poor quality of the existing GPS/levelling data in Brunei (Table 6 ) that indicates poor quality of local vertical datum (Lyszkowicz et al., 2014) . The GGI method relies on developing a local model of disturbing potential (anomalous potential) T in the outer space. The basic input data used in the calculations are. GNSS/ levelling height anomalies and non-reduced gravity data (gravity disturbances or freeair gravity anomalies referred to the terrain surface). The calculation is performed in four steps. In the first one that includes preliminary calculations, the GNSS/levelling height anomalies are converted using the Bruns' theorem to disturbing potential. Next, the local model of disturbing potential in external space is developed. Important elements of this model are discrete density distribution models of topographic masses and disturbing masses occurring between the geoid and the level of compensation. Once the model parameters are determined, disturbing potential is calculated in the new points on terrain surface which finally is converted to a height anomaly using again the Bruns' theorem.
Three examples of detailed local quasigeoid models calculated for three test areas of different size in Poland (3900 km 2 , 23 000 km 2 , 117 000 km 2 ) and of different density of the gravity data coverage demonstrated the capacity of the method. For each test area three quasigeoid models were calculated. one without using a GGM, and the others with the use of the EGM96 and the EGM08, respectively. The results obtained indicate that the method is suitable for developing high accuracy local quasigeoid models (the accuracy obtained was at the level of accuracy of GNSS/levelling test data) (Trojanowicz, 2012a) .
One of the main problems occurring in the application of the GGI method is to determine the density model weighting matrix that controls the inversion process. The results of test calculations provide the optimum range of constant coefficients that allow defining the model weighting matrix. The optimum values of coefficients have been designated for the different sizes of zones of constant density and for the approaches. without using a GGM, and with the use of the EGM96 and the EGM08 (Trojanowicz, 2012b) .
Temporal variations of the gravity field from GRACE data
Time variations of the gravity field obtained from the series of geopotential models developed from GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) data can be interpreted in terms of geoid heights and mass time variations with unprecedented temporal resolution. The series of filtered monthly solutions of geopotential models developed from GRACE data and GLDAS (Global Land Data Assimilation System) hydrological models were used in the analysis. Variations of hydrology and geoid heights at the continental part of Europe and selected 14 subareas (Fig. 3) were estimated with a spatial resolution of 0.5º × 0.5º for the period of August 2002 -June 2010. Variations in mass distribution obtained from geopotential models were compared with the respective results obtained from hydrological data (Fig. 4) . Fig. 4 . Equivalent water heights variation obtained using GRACE and GLDAS models [m] Annual periodicity of hydrology and geoid height variations with minima in September and maxima in March is observed for the area of Europe. The linear trend is also present in the signal. It dominates the signal in Northern Europe (Norway, Sweden, Finland) where a secular trend due to Post Glacial Rebound is observed. In the subareas of Central Europe only an annual periodicity appears. Results obtained using GRACE data show high correlation with the results calculated using GLDAS hydrological models .
It has been shown that the temporal variations of the gravity field over Europe obtained from GRACE data in terms of the geoid height can efficiently be modelled. Models of geoid height changes consisting of the seasonal term with the period of 12 months, and a trend in the form of 2 nd order polynomial (trend and seasonal variations) were developed for the area of Europe and for 14 subareas. Optimum model for Europe and the subarea 9 (Fig. 3) against the observed variation of geoid height is presented in Figure 5 . To verify those models values of geoid height changes calculated using GRACE data over the period of July 2010 -October 2010 were compared with the respective once based on the models developed. It was indicated that the concept of static geoid as a reference surface in precise heighting, with the use of contemporary global positioning techniques becomes outdated. Thus there is a growing need for kinematic models of the gravimetric geoid. It would require the continuation of the GRACE-type space missions .
Models of the geoid height variations developed for Europe and its 14 subareas on the basis of GRACE data from the period of August 2002 -June 2010 were used to predict the geoid height variations for the next four months, i.e. July -October 2010. The predicted values were then compared with the respective ones obtained from the GRACE data. For Europe the correlation coefficient equals to 0.93 .
The phenomenon of flooding with the use of GRACE data was investigated. Equivalent water thickness (EWT) was determined using interpolation in places in southern Poland where flooding occurred in 2010. EWT time series were analysed and the results were verified with WGHM and NOAA hydrological models showing good mutual agreement. It has been shown that GRACE data can be used for testing the feasibility of predicting flood events in Poland. The preliminary tests performed using geological, forestry cover and soil type maps indicated the need for the extension of the analysis of EWT by taking into account issues related to meteorology, geology and soil science. The possibility of using GRACE data to implement the tasks arising from Directive 2007/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the assessment and management of flood risk was demonstrated (Birylo and Nastula, 2013a) .
The research on the use of two isotropic filters. Gaussian, and CNES/GRGS, as well as two anisotropic filters. Wiener-Kolomogorov, and ANS for filtering GRACE data was conducted. Correlation, amplitude ratio, signal modification, and EWT maps were investigated. Best results in terms of correlation and amplitude ratio were obtained using ANS filter, while in terms of signal modification -with Gaussian filter (Birylo and Nastula, 2013b) .
Absolute gravity surveys
Absolute gravity surveys for the maintenance of national gravity control in Poland
The use of portable ballistic gravimeter A10-020 for modernization of the Polish Gravity Control was investigated . A set of recommendations and procedures have been developed. They were implemented during the establishment of new gravity control in Poland in 2012-2014 .
Research on modern vertical gravity reference systems (Krynski, 2012a (Krynski, , 2012b ) and on the vertical gravity gradient determination for the needs of contemporary absolute gravity measurements (Dykowski, 2012a ) was conducted at IGiK. In particular the structure of contemporary gravity control, the role of absolute gravity determinations, survey strategy and metrological problems were widely discussed. The results of the research as well as the experience gained during re-survey of gravity control in Finland with the A10-020 gravimeter were substantial in the project and the practical survey of new gravity control in Poland (Barlik et al., 2011b) .
Absolute gravity surveys for the maintenance of national gravity control in Denmark, Norway, Finland, and Sweden
In the framework of the scientific cooperation between the Institute of Geodesy and Cartography, Warsaw, and the Finnish Geodetic Institute, 51 field sites of the Finnish gravity network (FOGN) were surveyed with the A10-020 gravimeter of the IGiK in 2009 and 2010 (Krynski, 2011; Krynski and Rogowski, 2011) . First results of gravity change in Finland 1962-2010 from the comparison of legacy relative measurements with new measurements made with the A10-020 were obtained . Similar scientific cooperation concerning re-survey of national gravity control was later established between the Institute of Geodesy and Cartography, Warsaw, and the respective institutions in Denmark (National Space Institute, Technical University of Denmark, Copenhagen), Norway (Norwegian Mapping Authority, Oslo), and Sweden (Lantmäteriet, Geodesy Department, Gävle). The consecutive survey campaigns with the A10-020 gravimeter were conducted in Denmark in 2011 , Norway in 2011 and in Sweden in 2011 (Fig. 6) (Krynski and Rogowski, 2012; . 
Absolute gravity surveys for geodynamic research
Three field campaigns. in Pieniny Klippen Belt, in Sudeten Mts., and at Ksiaz Underground Geodynamic Laboratory have been conducted in 2011 for geodynamic purposes using the FG5-230 ballistic gravimeter (Krynski and Rogowski, 2012) .
Metrological aspects in gravimetry
To maintain gravity control, in particular to ensure its standard in terms of gravity level and gravity unit, the free-fall gravimeters employed should regularly participate in the international absolute gravimeter comparison campaigns, and the relative gravimeters used should be respectively calibrated. Regular calibration of laser and frequency standard of free-fall gravimeters is also required. The A10-020 ballistic gravimeter of IGiK (Fig. 8) .
The effects of laser and clock stability and meteorological conditions on gravity surveyed with the A10-020 free-fall gravimeter were investigated. First results were obtained from the analysis of time series of regular, monthly measurements conducted with the A10-020 at the Borowa Gora Geodetic-Geophysical Observatory for over two years at two laboratory test sites and one field station. The analysis has been performed in terms of internal consistency and compliance with the previous gravity measurements performed with a few other absolute gravimeters (mainly FG5). The results of a number of calibrations of both, the rubidium oscillator and the polarization-stabilized laser interferometer of the A10-020 were considered in the analysis . Also accuracy and reliability of the A10-020 absolute gravimeter were estimated using time series of gravity determinations on the stations of the test network in Borowa Gora Geodetic-Geophysical Observatory .
Next, stability of metrological parameters and performance of the A10-020 free-fall gravimeter were investigated. It has been shown that calibrations of those parameters is a necessity to obtain proper gravity values with the A10 gravimeter . The research on metrological aspects of gravity determinations with the A10-020 gravimeter was particularly extensive during the establishment of a new gravity control in Poland in 2012-2014 Dykowski, 2013, 2014b) . Long-term stability of the laser lock frequencies and clock frequency are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively (Dykowski et al., 2013a) . The comprehensive study on the estimation of total uncertainty budget for the A10-020 gravimeter was conducted. As the A10 gravimeter is used in both laboratory and field conditions two uncertainty estimates were considered. In addition, the sensitivity of the A10 gravimeter with respect to local hydrology has been discussed. The total uncertainty evaluations improved from the 10.8 µGal to 5.5 µGal. The most significant change in the uncertainty estimates was observed in the system uncertainty. On one hand the estimates for the laser and clock uncertainties were larger than the manufacturer suggested. Yet, on the other hand the most dominant component of 10 µGal (system model uncertainty) has been replaced with the long term standard deviation of results at Borowa Gora Observatory. Values of 3.5 µGal (lab conditions) and 4.8 µGal (field conditions) had a profound influence on the total uncertainty estimate (Dykowski et al., 2013a) .
The research on the use of the A10 gravimeter for calibration of spring gravimeters was conducted at IGiK. First results of the calibration with the use of the A10-020 provided scale factors with an accuracy close to 1% which is sufficient for the use of spring gravimeters for vertical gravity gradient determination (Dykowski 2012b) .
Environmental effects in absolute gravity determination
All disturbing environmental and instrumental effects must be removed from absolute gravity measurements to make them useful for geodynamics research. Those, that can easily be modelled, e.g. tide, polar motion, ocean tidal loading, are routinely removed when processing measurements. Significant gravity variation is associated with changes of ground water on global scale. This effect was investigated for Lower Silesia region. Seasonal gravity changes can reach up to 2 μGal peak-to-peak amplitude. Using absolute gravity data acquired with the FG5-230 gravimeter it has been shown that neglecting this effect can cause serious misinterpretation in terms of secular gravity changes. This is specifically emphasized when only sparse data of a few year time span are used (Rajner et al., 2012) .
Maintenance of gravimetric calibration baselines in Poland
Two modernised gravimetric calibration baselines -the Central and the Western oneare fully based on absolute gravity stations that are up to 100 km apart from each other; gravity differences between the stations range from 40 to 120 mGal. Also two vertical gravimetric calibration baselines in Tatra Mountains and in Sudeten Mountains (Krynski, 2011) are regularly maintained. The spans of the Central Gravimetric Calibration Baseline are regularly, at least once a year, surveyed with a set of LaCoste&Romberg spring gravimeters of IGiK. At the end of 2014, new gravity measurements were performed with the FG5-230 of WUT at the all stations of the Central Gravimetric Calibration Baseline, Vertical Gravimetric Calibration Baseline in Tatra Mountains and some stations of the Western Gravimetric Calibration Baseline.
Investigations of non-tidal gravity changes
Absolute gravity surveys in gravimetric laboratories
Absolute gravity surveys in Borowa Gora
Since September 2008 absolute gravity measurements were conducted on monthly basis with the A10-020 gravimeter on the test network (two laboratory stations and one field station) of the Borowa Gora Geodetic-Geophysical Observatory of the Institute of Geodesy and Cartography (IGiK). The results obtained are regularly presented in annual National Reports of Poland to EUREF (Krynski and Rogowski, 2011 as well as in other publications (e.g. Krynski, 2011; Dykowski et al., 2013b) . The statistics of the performed measurements at the laboratory stations A-BG and BG-G2 as well as for field station 156 of the test network are given in Table 7 . A series of gravity determined at the laboratory station A-BG of the test network is shown in Figure 11 .
The A10-020 proved to be a reliable instrument also in terms of difficult weather conditions. Good agreement of the measurements taken with the A10-020 in Borowa Gora with the GLDAS/Noah corrections for hydrological conditions (for monthly solutions) was observed (Krynski and Dykowski, 2014a) . (Fig. 12) (Krynski and Rogowski, 2011 . The results of more than 3 years of absolute gravity survey in the Astrogeodetic Observatory in Jozefoslaw together with continuous records from the spring gravimeter were analysed (Barlik et al., 2011a) , in particular in terms of environmental influence on gravity measurements (Fig. 13) . The impact of atmosphere and hydrosphere on global and local scale was investigated. LG suggests that the observed gravity variations are caused only by global hydrology changes that exhibit maxima and minima in spring, and autumn, respectively, and annual amplitude of 1.5 µGal. This proves high degree of "independence" of gravimetric measurements in LG from local environmental factors such as ground water level variations, ground humidity, impact of snow cover, etc. Relative gravity measurements performed with LaCoste&Romberg G-648 gravimeter simultaneously with absolute gravity measurements are used to improve local tidal model in Ksiaz (Kaczorowski et al., 2012) .
Variations of the gravity record from SG data
Application of wavelet decomposition using the regular orthogonal symmetric Meyer wavelet to processing superconducting gravimeter (SG) data from Wettzell and Bad Homburg participating in the Global Geodynamics Project (GGP) was investigated. The wavelet transform enables the investigation of the temporal changes of the oscillation amplitudes or the decomposition of the time series for the analysis of the required frequencies. Data from an earthquake period recorded at various locations and a quiet period with no seismic disturbances were analysed. The decomposition was followed by the Fast Fourier Transform for signal frequency components and then by correlation analyses of corresponding frequency components for all sensor combinations, for the quiet and the earthquake periods separately. Low frequency components as well as combinations between two sensors at the same site for the quiet days characterise by high correlation coefficients. For the time of the earthquake, the Wettzell site data proved strong correlation for all frequency components, while the Bad Homburg site data showed an unexpected decrease of correlation for the majority of frequency components. It has been proven that wavelet decomposition is a suitable method for data interpolation, especially from the time of earthquakes. Moreover, it is a very useful tool for filtering the data and removing noise (Bogusz et al., 2013) .
Summary and conclusions
Research on gravity field modelling in research centres in Poland concentrated on the evaluation of GOCE-derived global geopotential models, geoid modelling and temporal variations of the gravity field. High quality terrestrial data from Poland allowed for reliable evaluation of GOCEbased GGMs. Special role of uniformly distributed absolute gravity data in such evaluation was indicated. The results obtained showed the usefulness of GOCE-based GGMs for developing reference surface for heights, in particular in the regions with insufficient terrestrial data. Analysis of geoid models developed for the area of Poland (accuracy at the level of 2 cm) and the area of Sudan with the use of GOCE-based GGMs indicated that those global geopotential models can be recommended as best reference surface for GNSS heighting in Sudan. Some practical conclusions were drawn when studying the application of the method of local quasigeoid modelling based on gravity data inversion. GRACE data was found useful for determining temporal variations of the gravity field in Europe. Equivalent water heights variation obtained using GRACE models are correlated with those from hydrological models. Geoid height variations have been estimated for subareas of Europe. It also was shown that they reliably be modelled by a seasonal term and a trend in the form of the 2 nd order polynomial. It was highlighted that the concept of static geoid as a reference surface in precise heighting, with the use of contemporary global positioning techniques becomes outdated. There is thus a growing need for kinematic models of gravimetric geoid.
An extensive study of the A10-020 ballistic gravimeter showed its usefulness for the maintenance and modernization of gravity control. Absolute gravity surveys with the A10-020 gravimeter were successfully conducted on the stations of gravity control in Denmark, Norway, Finland, Poland and Sweden. Also accuracy and reliability as well as total uncertainty of the A10-020 in both laboratory and field conditions were estimated using time series of gravity determinations in Borowa Gora GeodeticGeophysical Observatory which is essential for the evaluation of the quality of gravity control. Absolute gravity measurements carried out on regular basis with the use of FG5-230 gravimeter in the Astrogeodetic Observatory in Jozefoslaw were analysed in terms of environmental influence on gravity measurements. Non-tidal gravity changes were also investigated with the use of repeatable absolute gravity measurements with the FG5-230 in Pieniny Klippen Belt, in Sudeten Mts. and at Geodynamic Laboratory in Ksiaz.
